CHAPTER 16
Baby's Bed, Room, and Other Things
Baby's Bed. Baby will need a little bed all his own. And
what a marvel of lovely drapery and color, of ribbon and ruffle,
of ripple and flounce, is the bassinet that we ordinarily see.
But what a lot of thought and effort and, perhaps, of money
too, are put into this exquisite, dainty bit of furniture! And to
keep it as immaculately clean as everything about baby should
be kept means still more and more work. And to what avail ?
Absolutely none, so far as baby is concerned—or anybody else,
for that matter. Quite as dainty and sweet and appealing, ami
much more practical, is an oblong clothes basket, say, twenty-
seven by nineteen inches, that can be bought for less than two
dollars. This, painted and enameled white by daddy, and with
a bow of pink or blue ribbon decorating one handle, is quite as
delightful as the ruffled kind. Even the paint isn't necessary—
or the ribbon. Very nice-looking baskets in natural color may
be easily obtained, and will do duty quite as well and are as
attractive if undecorated. One that is closely woven is better
than one with large open meshes. Baby may sleep in a crib or
bed from the first day of his life, but a basket is rather more
practical for the first three months, and may be used even longer.
One of the most practical things we have seen for baby's first
bed is the carrying basket, of which we speak again later. The
plain or enameled basket, with handles so easily adjustable for
shading baby's eyes, or from which to suspend playthings, or
to support the protective net, or to use in his transportation
from one place to another, makes a most pleasing and conven-
ient bed for the first three months. See page US,
Bedding* The kind of bed being decided upon, the next
thing of importance is the mattress. An ordinary hair pillow is
perhaps best, or one of kapok or felt is good. A mattress may be
made of unbleached muslin and cotton batting, A feather pillow
should never be used for this purpose. The next thing to con-
sider is the bedding. First, protect the mattress with a rubber
sheet or oilcloth of the same size. This may then be covered

